Asymmetric neural coding revealed by *in vivo* calcium imaging in the honey bee brain
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Left–right asymmetries are common properties of nervous systems. Although lateralized sensory processing has been well studied, information is lacking about how asymmetries are represented at the level of neural coding. Using *in vivo* functional imaging, we identified a population-level left–right asymmetry in the honey bee’s primary olfactory centre, the antennal lobe (AL). When both antennae were stimulated via a frontal odour source, the inter-odour distances between neural response patterns were higher in the right than in the left AL. Behavioural data correlated with the brain imaging results: bees with only their right antenna were better in discriminating a target odour in a cross-adaptation paradigm. We hypothesize that the differences in neural odour representations in the two brain sides serve to increase coding capacity by parallel processing.

1. Introduction

Most bilaterian animals have asymmetric brains. Brain asymmetry is thought to optimize neural circuitry, avoiding duplication of functions and promoting parallel processing [1,2]. Brain lateralization is evident both in cognitive functions and processing of sensory stimuli [1,3]. In humans, for example, there is an asymmetric activation of brain areas during auditory, visual and tactile processing [4–7]. Beside large-scale differences in the activation between the left and right brain hemispheres, there are also neuron-specific brain asymmetries. For example, in *Caenorhabditis elegans* a physiological left–right asymmetry in chemosensory neurons is required for normal chemotaxis [8], and in zebrafish (*Danio rerio*) a physiological and anatomical left–right asymmetry in habenula neurons is required for normal olfactory and visual processing [9,10]. However, to the best of our knowledge, left–right asymmetry in neural population coding in primary sensory brain areas has not yet been studied.

We addressed the issue of lateralized sensory coding using the olfactory system of the honey bee, *Apis mellifera*. In honey bees, there are population-level left–right asymmetries in odour-driven behaviour and sensory odour processing [11–15]. After associative odour learning, a right bias in short-term memory retention [12–14], and a left bias in long-term memory retention [12] have been shown. Moreover, there is a disproportionate distribution in the number of sensilla, the olfactory structures on the antenna, with the right antenna showing more sensilla in each segment [11,14]. To date however, evidence of lateralized morphology [15] or neural coding [16,17] in the honey bee brain is lacking.

Along the olfactory pathway, the AL is the first brain area for processing odour information. Different odourants activate different, but often overlapping, ensembles of olfactory receptor neurons [18]. From the antenna, olfactory receptor neurons project to subcompartments of the ipsilateral AL, called glomeruli. Thus, receptor neurons create a combinatorial odour code of activated glomeruli [19]. In
the glomeruli, odour-evoked activity is transmitted to local interneurons and to projection neurons (PNs), which connect higher brain areas [20]. There is good evidence that PNs activity patterns indeed encode odour identity and underlie odour perception [21,22]. We performed in vivo imaging of PNs and found an asymmetry in odour information processing both at the level of neural representation and odour perception during a cross-adaptation paradigm.

2. Material and methods

All experiments were done with foragers of the honey bee, *Apis mellifera*. Calcium imaging data came from the same published and unpublished dataset from our previous study [23]. The recordings were performed on either the left or the right AL. In total, 66 bees were imaged, 33 left ALs and 33 right ALs. Details of the imaging method can be found elsewhere [23]. Briefly, PNs of both ALs were stained with the calcium-sensitive dye Fura-2 dextran (Invitrogen). The next day, bees were prepared for imaging and the AL that showed better staining and spontaneous activity was brought into focus.

PNs in the AL were imaged with a water immersion objective (20×, NA 0.95, Olympus) with a wide-field imaging system (Till Photonics) and a CCD camera (Imago QE, Till Photonics). 8 × 8 pixels of the camera were binned on-chip, resulting in a resolution of 172 × 130 pixels. Each acquisition lasted 29 s and consisted of 232 double frames, recorded with 340 and 380 nm excitation light, respectively, at a frame rate of 8 Hz. Excitation and emission light was separated by a 420 nm dichroic mirror and a 490–530 nm emission filter. Bees were stimulated with 1:100 dilutions of 1-hexanol, 2-octanol, 1-nonanol, a mixture of 1-hexanol and 2-octanol, and the solvent mineral oil as blank control (all from Sigma Aldrich). For all the experiments, odourants were prepared daily from stocks in mineral oil, which were renewed every four weeks. Odourant stimuli were delivered as 4 s pulses with a custom-built computer-controlled olfactometer [22]. Each channel of the olfactometer consisted of two syringes, an empty one for equalizing air flow and one containing the odourant. The olfactometer had 6 channels. The air stream through each channel was 300 ml min⁻¹, each controlled by a flow meter (Analyt-MTC). Odourants were injected into a continuous carrier air stream (1200 ml min⁻¹) in a glass tube (1 cm in diameter), which was directed to the bee positioned 1 cm in front of it. A solenoid three-way valve (Lee) controlled the odour pulses by diverting air from the empty syringe to the odourant syringe. The six channels added up to 1800 ml min⁻¹, and total air stream was 3000 ml min⁻¹. Continuous air exhaust behind the bee cleared residual odour. Odourants were presented in a pseudo-randomized order with an inter-trial interval of 2 min.

(a) Data analysis

Imaging data were analysed using custom-written programs in IDL (RSI). Movies were movement-corrected by aligning frames within and between measurements. Glomeruli were segmented with the help of an unsharpen masked image of the raw fluorescence and a correlation image where the correlation of the signal traces between neighbouring pixels was calculated. For each animal, both identified and unidentified glomeruli were segmented (figure 1a). The number of segmented glomeruli differed across individuals (8–20 glomeruli per individual, both in the left and in the right ALs). The numbers of identified glomeruli were 12.9 ± 2.8 in the left AL and 13.8 ± 3.4 in the right AL. The ratio of the images acquired at 340 and 380 nm excitation wavelength was calculated, and the average background fluorescence (mean of 66 frames before stimulation) was subtracted from every frame, to get the fluorescence response signal ΔF(340/380). No filtering was used for quantitative analysis.

Background activity was quantified by the standard deviation (s.d.) before stimulus onset (frames 1–70) averaged over all glomeruli. Left and right background activities were compared using an independent t-test (two tails).

The response strength was quantified as the mean signal during 1 s after stimulus onset (frames 72–79). To calculate the global response over the whole AL, for each bee, the response of each glomerulus was calculated and averaged over all glomeruli. For the analysis in figure 1b, glomeruli with a response strength greater than or equal to 6 × s.d. before stimulus were considered as active. Numbers of activated glomeruli were compared at the level of the AL (averaged per bee) using a repeated measures analysis of variance (RM ANOVA) with odours as within-subject factor and side as a between-subjects factor.

In figure 2a,b, the distance between odour response patterns was quantified as Euclidean distances: for each AL, the odour response pattern of all glomeruli (response strength during frames 72–79) was represented as a vector in the glomerular response space and the Euclidean distance between the two vectors was calculated as follows:

\[ d_{ij} = \sqrt{\sum_{k=1}^{n} (X_{ki} - X_{kj})^2}, \]

with i and j indicating two odours, p the number of glomeruli, and X_{ki} the activity of glomerulus k when stimulated with odour i.

Odour distances were analysed using RM ANOVA with distances as a within-subject factor and side as a between-subjects factor.

In order to test for the consistency of side differences, bootstrapping was performed on the Euclidean distances, resampling the total 66 bee datasets (left and right ALs together) randomly into two groups (33 ALs in each group), repeating that 1000 times. This provides two distributions of Euclidean distances, which were now compared to the original left and right data. For each resampled dataset, RM ANOVA allowed us to calculate a p-value for the between-subjects factor (i.e. the factor that represents side in the original dataset). The p-value of this permutation test was then calculated as the proportion of resampled datasets where the between-subjects factor was equal to or greater than the one observed in the original left and right data.

In a second approach, glomerular signals of all bees were pooled into two groups containing left and the right AL data, respectively. Group sizes were balanced to 426 glomeruli each. In a second bootstrapping analysis, glomeruli within the left and right groups were now randomly resampled with replacements, repeating this 10000 times. This allowed us to characterize the distributions of the Euclidean distances in each of the two groups according to their mean and s.d. (figure 2b). One analysis was performed involving all glomeruli (balanced to 426 per side), a second with only the identified glomeruli (balanced to 158 per side). Results of the left and right groups of identified glomeruli were compared using RM ANOVA with distances as a within-subject factor and side as a between-subjects factor.

In figure 2c, a principal component analysis (PCA) was performed for left and right antennal lobes (ALs) separately (using the Matlab princomp function). For each odour, the PCA was applied to the multi-dimensional glomerular space (426 glomeruli for the left AL; 455 for the right AL) for the whole recording period (29 s).

Quantitative and statistical analyses were performed using Matlab (R2012b, Mathworks) and PASW Statistic v. 18 (SPSS).

The original data can be found in Data_PNs.txt in the electronic supplementary materials.
Figure 1. (Caption overleaf.)
b) Behavioural experiments
Honey bee foragers were collected from outdoor hives between March and June 2013 in Konstanz (Germany). They were individually mounted in plastic holders as described elsewhere [22], allowing for free movement of antennae and mouth parts. In the evening, bees were fed satiation with 1 M sucrose solution, and experiments were performed the next day. Before odour conditioning, honey bees were randomly divided into two groups: in one group the right antenna was cut at the base of the pedicel, in the second group the left antenna was cut, 15–60 min before the experiment. Each bee was put in front of a custom-built olfactometer (see above) and an exhaust fan removed the odourant quickly after exposure.

Bees received three conditioning trials during which an odourant was presented for 4 s paired with 0.2 μl 1 M sucrose reward, which was presented for 3 s starting 2 s after odour onset. The odourants were 1-hexanol or 2-octanol diluted 1:100 v/v in mineral oil. The inter-trial intervals were 1 min in all behavioural experiments. In each conditioning session, eight bees with amputated left antenna and eight bees with amputated right antenna were conditioned in parallel.

In the cross-adaptation experiment (figure 3b), bees were trained to associate a target odourant that was superimposed on a different (figure 3b(i), n = 262, see figure 3 for details on n) or the same background odourant (figure 3b(ii), n = 206). The background odourant started 20 s before the onset of the target odourant.

In the differential conditioning protocol (figure 3c, n = 285), a rewarded odour (X+) and a non-rewarded odour (Y−) were presented in a pseudo-randomized order (either X+, Y−, Y+, X−, Y+, X+, Y− or Y+, X−, X+, Y−, X+, Y+). Behavioural data were analysed with RM ANOVA, with trials, odourants (1-hexanol versus 2-octanol) and stimuli (rewarded versus non-rewarded odourant) as within-subject factor and side as a between-subjects factor.

The original data can be found in Data_Fig3Aii.txt, Data_Fig3Aiii.txt and Data_Fig3Bii.txt in the electronic supplementary materials.

3. Results
We used calcium imaging of PNs to test neural odour representations for differences between the left and right ALs of the honey bee. Antennae were frontally stimulated with the single odourants 1-hexanol (H), 2-octanol (O), 1-nonanol (N) and a 1:1 binary mixture (HO) (figure 1a).

(a) Background activity strength, odour response strength and number of activated glomeruli are equal between sides
We first compared the background activity, measured as standard deviation before stimulus onset, and found no difference in the fluorescence response (ΔF340/380) between the left and right ALs (left: 0.63 ± 0.05%, right: 0.66 ± 0.04% (mean ± s.e.m.)). Odours activated between 20 and 50% of the imaged glomeruli (figure 1a,b), and the percentage of activated glomeruli differed between odours but not between sides (figure 1b). When we then compared the odour response strength (averaged signal during the first second of odour response) between the left and right AL and again, no difference was apparent (figure 1c,d).

(b) Distances between odour representations are higher in the right antennal lobe
We next asked whether there is a qualitative difference in odour representations between the left and right ALs and calculated the Euclidean distances between glomerular response patterns of different odours. The distances between odour-evoked glomerular response patterns correlate well with the perceived dissimilarity between them [21], showing that distances between odour-evoked glomerular response patterns contain behaviourally relevant odour information. Therefore, left–right differences in inter-odour distances would indicate differences in the discriminatory power of the odour code. Indeed, inter-odour Euclidean distances differed between sides and were higher in the right AL (RM ANOVA, p < 0.05; figure 2a).

Permutation test of Euclidean distances in 1000 random subsets of data from pooled left and right datasets excluded a sampling artefact (p = 0.032), strengthening the robustness of the difference that we found between left and right ALs. To exclude the possibility that any difference in the imaged plane between the sides would have systematically affected the population of imaged glomeruli and thus the inter-odour distances, we calculated the Euclidean distances on the basis of identified glomeruli. We created subsets of identified glomeruli, whereby all of them were equal with respect to number and identity of glomeruli. We created 10 000 estimates of these subsets using the bootstrapping method and calculated their Euclidean distances. These Euclidean distances were then compared between the left and right sides using a general linear model that revealed a significant general difference that was consistent for all odour pairs (figure 2b; RM ANOVA, p < 0.001).

Finally, in order to better visualize the difference in odour distances over time in the two ALs, we performed a PCA and projected the odour-induced responses of the 426 left and 455 right glomeruli into a two-dimensional space (represented by the two first principal components, which capture 77% and 79% of the variability in the left and right ALs, respectively). Odour-evoked trajectories in PCA spaces were similar in the two sides but the relative distances between inter-odour patterns were larger across glomeruli in the right ALs (figure 2c).
Figure 2. Distances between odour response patterns are greater in the right AL. (a) Time course of Euclidean distances between odourant pairs across all glomeruli (average over all bees; mean ± s.e.m.) in left ALs (red online) and right ALs (black) ALs. The horizontal bars indicate the 4 s stimulus pulse. (b) Left graph: bootstrapping distributions of Euclidean distances (mean ± s.d.) in left and right ALs from 10 000 random samples with replacements within the pooled left and right AL data (balanced to 426 glomeruli within each group). Means of Euclidean distances are calculated over the first second of odour stimuli. Right graph: same as left graph but pooling the identified glomeruli only (158 glomeruli per side). (c) Trajectories of the odour responses in all glomeruli of left ALs (426 glomeruli) and right ALs (455 glomeruli) calculated using PCA. Bold lines indicate the 4 s odour stimulation. Crosses represent the time points of sampled frames during odour stimulation (125 ms inter-frame interval). Percentages of variability explained by PC1 and PC2 are given in brackets. H: 1-hexanol; O: 2-octanol; N: 2-nonanol; HO: 1:1 mixture of 1-hexanol and 2-octanol. (Online version in colour.)
cross-adaptation paradigms can be used as tool to assess
the perceptual distance between odour representations.

In honey bees, the distance between PN activity patterns corre-
lates with perceptual odour distances [21,22]. Accordingly, the
higher neurophysiological odour distances in the right AL
might support perceptual odour discrimination. To test this
hypothesis, we used a cross-adaptation paradigm to measure
the perceptual distance between odour representations.

Cross-adaptation paradigms can be used as tool to assess perceptual odour distances [24–26]. In a cross-adaptation
experiment, a target odourant is presented after pre-exposure
to a background odour. The pre-exposure of the background
odourant leads to adaptation, which can attenuate the perception
of a target odourant. The attenuation of the target odour perception increases with increasing similarity between the
target and the background odourant. We trained bees with a
single antenna in use (the other one being amputated) to
extend their proboscis when a target odourant was presented,
which was preceded by a different, 20-s long background
disorant (figure 3(i)). We found that bees with only their
right antenna in use performed better in this task than bees
with only their left antenna in use (figure 3(ii), RM ANOVA,
p < 0.01). The right-antenna dominance on this task was not
owing to a better discrimination for changes in odour concen-
trations: when both groups of bees were trained with the same
odourants as background and target, they failed equally
(figure 3(iii)). These results suggest that smelling with the
right antenna supports a higher perceptual distance between
1-hexanol and 2-octanol or better discriminatory odour learn-
ing. To distinguish between these alternative explanations,
we tested bees’ performance during discriminatory odour
learning, and we trained bees in a differential conditioning
paradigm to discriminate between a rewarded or a non-
rewarded odourant with either their left or right antenna in
use. Bees with either the right or the left antenna in use per-
formed equally during differential conditioning (figure 3b).
Thus, bees’ better performance in segregating the target from
the background odourant when using their right antenna
(figure 3(iii)) might reflect a higher perceptual discriminatory
power rather than a better learning performance.

Figure 3. (Opposite.) Bees with only the right antenna in use are better in dis-
criminating a target from a background odourant in a cross-adaptation
experiment. (a)(i) Timing of background odour, target odourant and sucrose
reward during the learning experiment. The background odour started 20 s
before the onset of the target odourant, and the sucrose reward started 3 s after
the onset of the foreground odour. Bees received three conditioning trials.
Inter-trial interval was 60 s. (a)(ii) Bees were trained to discriminate a target
odourant (solid lines) from a background odourant (dashed lines). In one subgroup
of bees (grey lines), the target odourant was 1-hexanol (Hh) and the back-
ground odourant was 2-octanol (O2). In another subgroup of bees (black lines),
the target odourant was 2-octanol (O2) and the background odourant was 1-hexanol
(Hh). Behavioural performance during conditioning was measured as proboscis
extension response to the initial 3 s of the odourant stimuli. There were general
effects of both trial (F2,316 = 28.113, p < 0.001) and stimulus (F1,258 = 4.16,
p = 0.042) and effects of interaction of stimulus x trial (F2,316 = 7.11, p = 0.001)
and stimulus x side (F2,316 = 8.36, p = 0.004). ANOVA revealed an
odour x side interaction (F1,258 = 4.72, p = 0.03). There was an interaction
effect between side x trial x stimulus (F2,316 = 4.84, p = 0.008) but this
dependent on the odour used (odour x side x trial x stimulus F2,316 = 1.41, p = 0.247). (a)(iii) same as in (a)(ii) but the target odour
was the same as the background odour. There were general effects of both trial
(F2,404 = 24.94, p < 0.001) and stimulus (F1,202 = 23.10, p < 0.001) and effects of interaction of stimulus x trial (F2,316 = 7.11, p = 0.001). There
was no interaction effect among side x trial x stimulus (F2,404 = 0.159, p = 0.853) nor among side x trial x stimulus x odour (F2,404 = 0.945,
p = 0.389). (b)(i) Bees were differentially conditioned to discriminate between
a rewarded odour (solid lines) and a non-rewarded odour (dashed lines). Bees
received 3 × pseudo-randomized presentations of rewarded and non-rewarded
odourants (inter-trial interval: 60 s). Odourants were delivered for 4 s, sucrose
solution was presented for 3 s (1 s overlap with X’). (b)(ii) Behavioural
responses over the three conditioning trials were calculated as in (a)(ii). In
either subgroup of the bees (grey line), the rewarded odour was 1-hexanol
(Hh) and the non-rewarded odour was 2-octanol (O2). In another subgroup
of bees (black line), the rewarded odour was 2-octanol (O2) and the non-
rewarded odour was 1-hexanol (Hh). A general effect of trial (F2,562 = 24.295
p < 0.001), stimulus (F1,281 = 30.492, p < 0.001) and trial x stimulus
interaction effect was evident (F2,562 = 45.305, p < 0.001); no effects were
found for trial x stimulus x side (F2,562 = 1.325, p = 0.267) nor for trial x
stimulus x side x odour (F2,562 = 0.009, p = 0.991).

(c) Perceptual odour distances depend on the antenna
in use

In honey bees, the distance between PN activity patterns corre-
lates with perceptual odour distances [21,22]. Accordingly, the
higher neurophysiological odour distances in the right AL
might support perceptual odour discrimination. To test this
hypothesis, we used a cross-adaptation paradigm to measure
the perceptual distance between odour representations.

Cross-adaptation paradigms can be used as tool to assess perceptual odour distances [24–26]. In a cross-adaptation
experiment, a target odourant is presented after pre-exposure
to a background odour. The pre-exposure of the background
odourant leads to adaptation, which can attenuate the perception
of a target odourant. The attenuation of the target odour perception increases with increasing similarity between the
target and the background odourant. We trained bees with a
single antenna in use (the other one being amputated) to
extend their proboscis when a target odourant was presented,
4. Discussion
We used in vivo calcium imaging and behavioural experiments to investigate population-level lateralization of odour processing in the honey bee brain. Using three alcohols and one binary mixture as odourants, we found that odour processing is asymmetric: the neural odour representations were more separated in the right AL, and bees with only their right antenna in use were better in segregating a target odour from a background odour in a cross-adaptation experiment. Similarly, in vertebrates the discriminatory power of sensory representations can be lateralized, as has been shown in the visual system of birds [27–31] both behaviourally and physiologically (fMRI during a discrimination task described in [31], electrophysiological recordings in the primary auditory area in [30] and in the auditory system of bats [32]; the latter was revealed by measuring inter-stimuli Euclidean distances).

The larger physiological inter-odour distances that we found could reflect a general higher discriminatory power of odour representations in the right brain side. Alternatively, inter-odour distances could differ in an odour-specific way, such that some pairs of odourants evoke more distinct activity patterns in the right side, while others evoke more distinct activity patterns in the left side. To distinguish between these alternative explanations, it is necessary to compare the physiological inter-odour distances for a larger number of odour pairs across different chemical classes.

The better odour–background segregation in bees with their right antenna in use could reflect a higher perceptual olfactory discriminatory power. Alternatively, right-antenna bees could learn faster in that odour–background segregation task, albeit equal performance during differential odour conditioning (figure 3b). To distinguish between these alternative conclusions and to better relate the physiological and perceptual inter-odour distances, the behavioural cross-adaptation experiment should be repeated with more odour pairs and more training trials.

The left–right asymmetry in neural inter-odour distances and behavioural performance in the cross-adaptation experiment that we report here add to previous studies that revealed anatomical and behavioural lateralization in bees [11–14]. After appetitive odour conditioning, bees show a right-antenna bias of short-term memory retention [12–14], and a left-antenna bias of long-term memory retention [12]. We did not find a significant difference in the discriminatory odour learning, suggesting that associative odour-reward learning is independent of the antenna in use (figure 3b). Rogers et al. [33] showed a right dominance for context-dependent behaviours, in particular during tasks possibly related to nest-mate recognition. It is possible that this behavioural specialization reflects a higher discriminatory power for colony odours with the right antenna, as we have found for alcohols.

What are the neural mechanisms underlying the side-specific differences in odour coding? Previous calcium imaging studies using bath staining techniques found symmetric odour response patterns in the honey bee ALs [16,17]. Bath staining is not selective for a particular neuron type, but the signal is probably dominated by activity in olfactory receptor neurons [34]. Therefore, the left–right difference we found might be owing to left–right difference in processing within the AL network rather than left–right difference in glomerular pattern of receptor neuron activity. The higher distances between odour-evoked glomerular response patterns in the right AL might reflect a left–right difference in the interglomerular network. In honey bees, glomeruli are interconnected by a dense network of extrinsic neurons [35–39] and local interneurons [19,40], many of which are inhibitory [41]. The strength of inter-glomerular inhibitory connections is variable within and across ALs [42]. Thus, it is possible that the inter-glomerular networks differ qualitatively between the left and right ALs owing to developmental or experience-dependent alterations. Such left–right differences in the inter-glomerular networks could increase inter-odour distances in the right side, while leaving the overall response strength equal between ALs.

What is the advantage of asymmetric odour coding? Being able to discriminate between similar odourants, concentrations and mixture compounds is equally important as being able to generalize across them. These opposing tasks require opposing coding strategies. To fulfill these opposing coding strategies, the olfactory system may use parallel processing, which is a common feature both in the insect AL [43–49] and in the mammalian olfactory bulb [50]. The left–right asymmetry in odour coding that we found here could reflect another type of parallel processing, which would allow the simultaneous use of different coding schemes and therefore increase the computational capacity of the olfactory system.
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